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What is CDD ?
• CDD is a cross domain product ontology registry for both ISO and IEC 

products (including services). Namely, it is a database that integrates and 
archives changes over time of ontologies of different domains based on 
different ontology models, provided in multiple languages.  (not a 
snapshot of things at a time, just as a file! )

• CDD is based on the common dictionary schema shared between ISO 
13584-42 and IEC 61360-2, largely extended by 4-layer ontology-model & 
data interface defined in ISO 13584-35/ IEC 62656-1 standards, known as 
Parcellized Ontology Model (POM).  

• It was agreed that CDD serves as the common repository for product 
ontologies based-on or transformable to ISO 13584-42 and IEC 61360-2 
Common Data Dictionary Schema(CDDS). 

• The updates of the CDD content are through Change Requests managed 
by database-based standardization procedures (ISO/IEC directive part 1, 
IEC supplement annex SK (The procedure for standards as databases), and 
ISO TC 184/SC 4 CSP (Committee Specific Procedure) for CDD.



CDD is a result of collaboration with many TCs/ SCs in both ISO and IEC



Why is an information model according to IEC 61360 and ISO 13584-42 the 
preferred basis for SEMANTIC databases (IEC CDD, ECLASS, …)?
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How is an information model used for classification? 
Example: Web shop
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and resources for the 
preparation of data 
transmitted by the 
manufacturer of products



(ISO/) IEC CDD online DB

Parcel



IEC 61360-4DB as container for standards and IEC 61360-4 as one content 
standard
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IEC CDD as a container 
shall accommodate various ontology standards as-is with nominal syntactic translations without semantic change



IEC CDD: Overview and terms



How evaluation & validation are done
• For CDD since 2007, more than 120 change requests(CRs) have 

been processed, in each year about 10 to 20 CRs on average 
(except covid-19 years) .

• Change Requests are submitted in a bunch of Excel Sheets, 
defined in IEC 62656-1. Also, exchange formats in XML-Schema 
and JSON are available through IEC 62656-8.

• CRs to CDD from IEC TCs/SCs are evaluated and validated by VT-
IEC-CDD under IEC SC 3D and CRs from ISO TCs/SCs are evaluated 
and validated by ISO TC 184/SC4/WG25, of which members are 
mirrored as VT-ISO-CDD under IEC SC 3D. 



ISO TC 184/SC 4/JWG24
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ISO TC 184/SC4/ JWG 24 (+ WG 25) and IEC TC 3/ SC 3D work together to build and extend CDD.
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What possible with current CDD ?

1.Scope

2.Normative Reference
…. and,

NA1…. Normative Annex
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b. Marks and symbols 
c. ( Language codes )

4, 5, 6 … Body of the Standard
Principles, Rules, and methods 

IN1…. Informative Annex
Images 

3.Terms & Vocabulary

Online authoring to be tested…

CSP for CDD to be  used in standard 
development, publication, and 
maintenance. CDD  is  another means of 
publishing standards in a short time 
frame through Change Reqeusts



Future use of ICS in CDD
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All phases of standard development, maintenance, and application can be 
assisted by a smart interface associated with the ICS in CDD.



SC 3D Secretary

For an ISO/IEC database-based standard, a CR shall be evaluated and voted 
twice by different sets of VT members in their roles (VT-IEC and VT-ISO).

• The physical persons nominated by a National Body of P-member country of ISO TC184/SC4 and 
IEC SC 3D could be identical, if the national mirror committees of both ISO TC184/SC4 and IEC 
SC3D choose to nominate the same person for their respective roles of VT-ISO and VT-IEC. 

• But in general, managements in mirror committees of ISO TC 184/SC4 and IEC SC 3D are 
independent, thus different persons are assumed to be nominated from respective national mirror 
committees
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• Layers of IEC 62656-1(ISO 13584-35) Ontology layers.



CDD on POM
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or P(x, y) = True,  x ∈ Domain, y ∈ Codomain

Defined_in

All actual references are made through an identifier called IRDI::= RAI # DI #(#) VI, where RAI: 
Registration Authority Identifier, DI: Data Identifier, and VI: Version Identifier



CDD on POM
• Any concept is a class and a class is a concept. Property is a function, and function is a 

relation. Relation is a class, thus a property is a class. A constant, in other literatures 
individual is a property (or function) of arity zero, i.e., for ∀x, p(x) =y=c, or, P(x, c) = True. 
Thus it’s a class, and is a concept. 

• C(x) = {x | P1(x, y1), P2(x, y2),…., Pn(x, yn)} where Pi(x, yi) is a ith-property about x, with its 
value yi to make the ith-property True, provided properties are all intrinsic for the class. 

• or simply,   Class C(x) = { x ∈ D | ∧i Pi(x, yi) } , where D stands for Domain of x.
• Note that Pi(x, yi) does not necessarily mean a predicate described in a natural language. 

It could be a signal from a sensor or any other device that signifies true or false. 

• JWG24 is considering the extension of the above logic toward the definition with 
probabilities.  Namely,
Definition of a probabilistic Class  C of x is given by;

C(x) = { x ∈ D | z ≦ Πi Wi・Pi(x, yi) ≦ 1.0 } ,  
where Wi is a weight on the property, Pi(x, yi)  returns not  either True or  False ( 1 or 0 ), 

but a range of discrete values from 0.0 to 1.0. and z is a threshold value for judging if x is 
likely a member of C. 
This way of extension will open a wide range of applications of the ontologies for AI.



Predicate in a natural language sentence is not an atom in describing an 
ontology

• “A fly is on the ceiling.” in English cannot have a formal translation in 
Japanese, is_on (X, Y) changes its meaning depending of  Y . --- A concept 
needs to be translated into its equivalent with multiple properties, for 
certainty. 

– Literally “ue” （上）means “on” or “above” and “shita”(下) means “under” or 
“below”,  but if you see a fly is on the ceiling, in Japanese, it is shita (“under”) of the 
ceiling. So there is no one-to-one translation of the predicate in English into Japanese 
is possible. This means a predicate in natural language is not a universal atom for 
description of the concept.

– Industrial product described in predicates in natural language alone has intrinsic 
problems in interoperability across languages of different origins.

• An octopus uses 2 halves of coconut shell to hide himself, where no 
language is used by the octopus, but he understands the concepts of both 
is_a and has_a.

• A bird picks a ripe berry  from a tree. It differentiates a part from the whole
and recognizes its colour without speaking or reading language. 



IEC CDD online

LINK: https://cdd.iec.ch

https://cdd.iec.ch/


Thank you !

Some back up slides to follow.



Without VT-ISO-CDD, some P-members of ISO TC184/SC4 cannot participate in evaluation of CR 
nor execute votes through VT-IEC on CRs to CDD

(See Norway for example)

IEC SC3D ISO TC184/SC4

JWG24

NO GB JP DE

WG2 VT-ISO-CDDVT-IEC-CDD

ISO TC172/SC1IEC SC65E

ISO-VT members

Norway is not a P member of IEC SC 3D

IEC-VT members
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